Correction

NEUROSCIENCE

The authors note that Fig. 5 appeared incorrectly. The corrected figure and its legend appear below.

Fig. 5. Hubs of the small-world network are located in the central SCN. (A) Heatmap of node degree [color $\propto \log(k)$] distribution for a representative SCN shows that hubs of the small-world network are preferentially located in SCN core regions. All SCNs are shown in Fig. S6. (B) Connection length (d $\mu$m) distributions for SCNs 1–5 plotted on a semilog scale. Two peaks (arrows) are identifiable for SCNs 1, 2, 4, and 5; a local peak corresponding to connections between physically nearby neurons, and a second peak corresponding to the distance for functional connections between central SCN regions. For SCN3, these peaks are indistinguishable due to lack of spatial separation between cores.
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